


Neither Freedom Management Partners  or any of its personnel are registered broker-dealers or investment advisers.

I will mention that I consider certain securities or positions to be good candidates for the types of strategies we are 

discussing or illustrating.  Because I consider the securities or positions appropriate to the discussion or for 

illustration purposes does not mean that I am telling you to trade the strategies or securities.   Keep in mind that we 

are not providing you with recommendations or personalized advice about your trading activities.  The information 

we are providing is not tailored to any particular individual.  Any mention of a particular security is not a 

recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any other security or a suggestion that it is suitable for any specific 

person.  Keep in mind that all trading involves a risk of loss, and this will always be the situation, regardless of 

whether we are discussing strategies that are intended to limit risk.  

Also, Freedom Management Partners’ personnel are not subject to trading restrictions.

I and others at Freedom Management Partners could have a position in a security or initiate a position

in a security at any time. 
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Mindset



Powerful Thinking = Powerful Results



You Were Born To Win



Are You On The Right Path



The Cycle Continues



Get Motivated



Check The Box At The Door



The Key To Your Success

What Is The Key To Your success



What 

Is Your

Why



1) _____________________________________

2) _____________________________________

3) _____________________________________

Notes: __________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

What Is Your Why



Get Out

Of Your

Own WAY!

(Moving From Red To Black)



So You Think You Have Problems?



A Step-By-Step Guide To Help Traders
Move From Red To Black

What is your why

How much is in your account

How many “Equal Dollar Trades” will be done

How much will you allocate to each trade

What is your Reward / Risk ratio

What trading strategy will you start with (one only)

How will entries be handled (scaling in or full entry)

How will exits be handled (scaling out or complete exit)

How will stops be handled (Adjustment method)



Before Placing The Trade…
Draw ALL lines on your chart

Based on the entry criteria what is the:
• Reward / Risk ratio
• What is the entry price(s)
• What is the exit price(s)



Stupidity Reduction Factor (SRF)

Steps

Place the trade (Will the trade have a scaling in component)

Set the target(s) (Will the trade have a scale out component)

Set the stop(s) (Where are they set and how are stops adjusted)

EVERYTHING NEEDS TO BE ON AUTOPILOT

Walk Away & Let The Trade Work!!!



Red To Black (The Steps)

Example:
What is your why (Quit my job)
How much is in your account (10k)
How many “Equal Dollar Trades” will be done (4 to 6)
How much will you allocate to each trade (2k)
What is your Reward / Risk ratio (3:1)
What trading strategy will you start with (one only) (Long 
options)
How will entries be handled (scaling in or full entry) (Enter all 
contracts at once)
How will exits be handled (scaling out or complete exit) (Scale 
out of 50% of the trade at the mid-point)
How will stops be handled (Adjustment method) (When 1st

target is hit move the stop to break even)



Start Building Your Dream NOW!!!



What Are Fibonacci

And Why Are

They So Important?



What is Harmonic Trading? Harmonic Trading is a methodology that utilizes 
the recognition of specific price patterns and the alignment of exact 
FIBONACCI ratios to determine highly probable reversal points in the 
financial markets.

This methodology assumes that trading patterns or cycles, like many 
patterns and cycles in life, repeat themselves. The key is to identify these 
patterns, and to enter or to exit a position based upon a high degree of 
probability that the same historic price action will occur.

Although these patterns are not 100% accurate, these situations have been 
historically proven. If these set-ups are identified correctly…

It is possible to identify significant opportunities with 
a very limited risk. 

Let’s Talk Harmonic Trader



What Are Fibonacci?

Fibonacci are a sequence of numbers defined by the 
linear recurrence equation

Proper Names:
Golden Mean or Divine Proportion



Fibonacci In History

The Start of Fibonacci

Myth: Leonardo De Pisa (Leonardo Fibonacci, self given) 
founded Fibonacci

Fact: Pythagoras, Greek Philosopher worked with the 
Fibonacci Ratios centuries prior to Leonardo.

Fact: The Fibonacci numbers first appear, under the name 
maatraameru (mountain of cadence), in the work of the 
Sanskrit grammarian Pingala the Art of Prosody, 450 or 
200 BC). 



Fibonacci In Our Daily Lives

Where in life do we see Fibonacci?



Fibonacci

Settings



The Math Behind Fibonacci

Fibonacci Ratio Series
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 
144, 233, 377, 610, 987,…

Fibonacci Math
0 + 1 = 1 8 + 13 = 21
1 + 1 = 2 13 + 21 = 34
1 + 2 = 3 21 + 34 = 55
2 + 3 = 5 34 + 55 = 89
3 + 5 = 8 55 + 89 = 144
5 + 8 = 13 89 + 144 = 233



The Math Behind Fibonacci

Fibonacci Math
0 + 1 = 1 8 + 13 = 21
1 + 1 = 2 13 + 21 = 34
1 + 2 = 3 21 + 34 = 55
2 + 3 = 5 34 + 55 = 89
3 + 5 = 8 55 + 89 = 144
5 + 8 = 13 89 + 144 = 233

34 / 55 = 0.618181818
89 / 144 = 0.618055555
233 / 377 = 0.6180371353

.618 = Golden Ratio



Changing Settings In Omega Chartz
After drawing the Fibonacci on your chart for the first time you 
will want to make sure that you change (and SAVE) your settings 
on the Fibonacci support & resistance drawing tool.

Step 1: Draw the Fibonacci using the rules on the previous page

Step 2: Right click on any of the Fibonacci lines on the chart and 
click edit

Step 3: This will open up a settings box. Follow the settings on 
the next page

Note: This is the method to set up Fibonacci using Omega 
Chartz.  If you are using a different program, then consult with 
that company on how to set up the Fibonacci using those 
settings. 



The Fibonacci Number Series
Fibonacci Support / Resistance Settings

-1
-.618
-.382
-.272
0
.236

.382

.5

.618

.764
1

Check Off Boxes

•Extend Primary Lines – None
•Extend Ratio Lines – None
•Test these settings to see what you like
•Hit save as default when you are done



Fibonacci

Basics



Determine Where to Draw the Fibonacci Line From

Look for the most
recent swing high

and swing low

There is no
swing low in

place yet

Swing High

Fibonacci Basics



Draw the Fibonacci
from the swing high
to the swing low.

Swing high

Swing low

Fibonacci Basics
Determine Where to Draw the Fibonacci Line From



Fibonacci Basics
Drawing Fibonacci Lines

• Determine where the most recent run in the stock price is.

• Wait for the swing high and swing low to form before drawing 
the Fibonacci lines (see the example on the next few pages to 
determine what a swing high and low are).

• In a bullish trend, draw the Fibonacci from the swing low to 
the swing high.

• In a bearish trend, draw the Fibonacci from the swing high to 
the swing low.

• You will be drawing the Fibonacci off of the wicks on the swing 
highs and lows



Determining Swing Highs & Lows

Note: Swing highs and swing lows need to follow an up or downtrend

Previous 
day low

Next day
low

Swing low

Previous 
day high

Next day
high

Swing high

Fibonacci Basics



Fibonacci

Exercise



When To

Redraw The

Fibs



When To Redraw Fibonacci

•The stock violates on the close the .618
• If the stock violates the .882
• There is a (near) 100% change in direction (the fibs were 
drawn bullish for a $10.00 move and the stock reversed 
around the same $10.00)
• The stock closes above the -.618 look for a new place to 
draw the fibs.
• If there is a bigger directional move than the previous one.
•The fibs are more than 10 months old
• Do not remove the old fibs from the chart they may come in 
handy if there is a full reversal of price.



Advanced

Charting

Secrets



Success Charts

• Proper use of a trader's time is essential

• More time trading / less time clicking

• Tips for reducing your time investment



Its Time To Be…



Zero

Line

Breakout



Zero Line Breakout

Setup Details

•Fibonacci Indicator Used – Fibonacci Support and Resistance

•Trade Type – Continuation

•Other Indicators Required – None, but they could be helpful



Zero Line Breakout



Zero Line Breakout

Trade Setup

•Draw the Fibonacci using the criteria on the previous pages.

•Wait for the setup to present itself.

Note: The above example is a bearish trade setup, reverse the 
rules for bullish trades.



Zero Line Breakout

Entry

•Wait for the stock to break the “0” line (Blue line).  There are 
two possible entries at this point.

•Example No. 1 – As the stock breaks the “0” line place a 
bearish trade.

•Example No. 2 – As the stock breaks the “0” line allow the 
stock to move back up to the “0” line (to retest it) and then 
enter a bearish trade.



Zero Line Breakout

Exit Criteria

•Look for the -.136 level as the first area to exit.

•The -.272 level as the second area to exit.

•Use a Trailing Stop for the last contract (If a runner is held)



Zero Line Breakout

Stops
•Your initial stop will be determined by the Zero Line Breakout 
Setup.

•Example No. 1 – If the stock breaks the “0” line and never 
gets higher than it set the exit above the “0” line

•Example No. 2 – If the stock went higher than the “0” line 
then you could set a stop above the high of the candle.

•If scaling out of the trade consider moving the stops to the 
next fib line as the targets are met.



Try vs. Do



Robs

ZLB

Rules



Robs ZLB Identification Rules

Identification
•I use the Fibonacci list from Monster Market Movers
•Look for stocks that have broken out of the “Zero” Fib line
•Earnings are more than 3 weeks away

Breakout Types
• Breakout for the 1st time
• Large breakout
• Small breakout with a close beyond the zero line
• A breakout that approaches the -.136



Robs ZLB Entry Rules
Entry
•Wait for the stock to move beyond the zero line
•Look for a pullback and a close near the zero line
•Allow he stock to bounce off the zero line
•Ask yourself “Does this trade fit my personal “Risk Profile” 
(See Below)
•Place the option trade (1 contract minimum)

Is this a good trade for me?
• Before placing the trade determine the Reward / Risk ratio
• Make sure it fits your personal risk profile



Robs ZLB Management Rules

Management
•Targets

• 1st target is 75% of the difference between the 0 and -
.136 level

• 2nd target is 75% of the difference between the -.136 
and -.272 level

• 3rd target (if used) is for a runner with a trailing stop 
(100% to 150% of Wilders Average True Range)

•Stops
• 1st stop is 25% of the difference between the 0 and .118 

fib level
• 2nd stop is just above break even (based on the entry 

price)



Robs ZLB Exit Rules
Exit Methods
•There are many ways to exit the ZLB trade, here are 3 methods

Method 1
•Enter a 1-contract trade and exit at target 1

Method 2
•Enter a 2-contract trade sell half at target 1
•Once exit 1 in taken, move the stop to just above break even

Method 3
•Enter a 3 or more-contract trade sell half at target 1
•Once exit 1 in taken, move the stop to just above break even
•When exit 2 is taken set a trailing stop on the last contract (The 
Runner)



Robs ZLB Trade Considerations
Considerations
•Identification 

•Does the reward risk fit your personal risk profile
•Does the pattern (the actual breakout) fit Robs rules 
(Visually look at the big picture on the chart)

•Stops
•If the stock moves beyond the stop price and the trade 
hasn’t been taken, pass on the trade



Zero Line Breakout (Not Good)



Zero Line Breakout (Correct Entry)



Possibilities Are Endless



Inverted “0”

Line

Breakout



Inverted “0” Line Breakout (IZLB)

The Inverted “0” Line Breakout trade takes the basic rules 
above and builds a new trade setup from them.

The goal was to take a stock that broke through the “0” line 
and failed (dropped below the “0” line on a bullish pattern or 
above it on a bearish one).

This trade is still in its infancy but has shown great results so 
far.



Inverted ”0” Line Breakout (IZLB)

The main focus behind the “IZLB” trade is to wait for the “ZLB” 
setup to be violated before considering the “IZLB” setup.

With that in mind we are not trying to take the “IZLB” trade 
until the stock has made a run on the other side of the zero 
line.



Things to look for:

• Has the stock already presented a Zero Line Breakout trade?
• Look left what does has the stock done around the zero line 

in the past (ONLY on the current Fibonacci.)
• Has the stock hesitated around the zero line in the past?
• Are the bounces from the zero-line weakening?

Inverted ”0” Line Breakout (IZLB)



Inverted ”0” Line Breakout (IZLB) “The Rules”
We are assuming the Fibonacci pattern is bullish.

Identification / Entry
• The stock has presented at lease one possible zero line breakout trade
• The stock closes below the zero line (day 1)
• The next day it moves up and closes near the zero line (day 2)
• The stock drops and the trade is entered (day 3)

Manage / Exit
• 1st target is 75% of the difference between the 0 and -.136 level
• 1st stop is 25% of the difference between the 0 and .118 fib level
• Exit half of the trade for the first target
• Adjust the stops and targets after the first target is hit
• Exit the other half of the trade

Considerations
• For the second exit hold one contract as a runner



Inverted Zero Line Breakout (Not Good)



Inverted Zero Line Breakout (Correct Entry)



Action Plan

Beyond Today

















What's Next?
Action Plan Steps

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________



Neither Freedom Management Partners  or any of its personnel are registered broker-dealers or investment advisers.

I will mention that I consider certain securities or positions to be good candidates for the types of strategies we are 

discussing or illustrating.  Because I consider the securities or positions appropriate to the discussion or for 

illustration purposes does not mean that I am telling you to trade the strategies or securities.   Keep in mind that we 

are not providing you with recommendations or personalized advice about your trading activities.  The information 

we are providing is not tailored to any particular individual.  Any mention of a particular security is not a 

recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any other security or a suggestion that it is suitable for any specific 

person.  Keep in mind that all trading involves a risk of loss, and this will always be the situation, regardless of 

whether we are discussing strategies that are intended to limit risk.  

Also, Freedom Management Partners’ personnel are not subject to trading restrictions.

I and others at Freedom Management Partners could have a position in a security or initiate a position

in a security at any time. 
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